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OBJECTIVE  

To gain insight about computer based technology for the study of biological 

molecules. • To equip statistical skills to solve biological problems. 

 Unit I Biology and computer Basics of computers –types, servers, operating 

systems, UNIX, Linux. Finding scientific articles - Pubmed.  

Unit II Genomics Biological databases NCBI, EMBL, DDBJ – sequencing genomes 

- pairwise sequence comparison - BLAST and FASTA. Multiple sequence 

alignments, Phylogenetic alignment - Phylip. 

 Unit III Proteomics Protein Data Bank, Swiss- prot – PIR, SCOP, CATH - 

secondary structure prediction – Chou Fassman, GOR method -predicting 3 D 

structure - protein modeling, abinitio - visualization tool RASMOL.  

Unit IV Biostatistics I Introduction – Population and sample – Variables – 

Collection and presentation of data – Descriptive statistics - Measures of Central 

tendency – Mean (arithmetic, harmonic and geometric) Median and Mode – 

Measures of dispersion – range, mean deviation, variance and standard deviation. 

 Unit V Biostatistics II Inferential statistics – Probability and distributions – Poisson, 

Binomial and Normal distribution – Chi-square test – Hypothesis test - Student’s t-

test – Correlation and Regression – ANOVA.  
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BIOINFORMATICS AND BIOSTATISTICS-P16MBE4A 

 

Unit I Biology and computer Basics of computers –types, servers, operating 

systems, UNIX, Linux. Finding scientific articles - Pubmed.  

Computers can be used to simulate cellular growth, the human nervous system, motor 

control, disease transmission, and disease progression. All of these things are highly useful 

in biological and medical research. These are only a few of the many ways 

that computers can be used in life sciences. 

A computer is an electronic device that receives input, stores or processes the input as 

per user instructions and provides output in desired format. Computers have become an 

integral part of our lives because they can accomplish easy tasks repeatedly without 

getting bored and complex ones repeatedly without committing errors. In this tutorial we 

will discuss in detail about the different parts of computer that enable it to carry out tasks 

efficiently and correctly. We will also discuss about microprocessors, the brain of 

computers, which actually do all the assigned tasks. 

  

The literal meaning of computer is a device that can calculate. However, modern 

computers can do a lot more than calculate. Computer is an electronic device that 

receives input, stores or processes the input as per user instructions and provides output 

in desired format. 

Input-Process-Output Model 

Computer input is called data and the output obtained after processing it, based on user’s 

instructions is called information. Raw facts and figures which can be processed using 

arithmetic and logical operations to obtain information are called data. 



 

 

 

The processes that can be applied to data are of two types − 

• Arithmetic operations − Examples include calculations like addition, subtraction, 

differentials, square root, etc. 

• Logical operations − Examples include comparison operations like greater than, 

less than, equal to, opposite, etc. 

The corresponding figure for an actual computer looks something like this − 

 

The basic parts of a computer are as follows − 

• Input Unit − Devices like keyboard and mouse that are used to input data and 

instructions to the computer are called input unit. 

• Output Unit − Devices like printer and visual display unit that are used to provide 

information to the user in desired format are called output unit. 

• Control Unit − As the name suggests, this unit controls all the functions of the 

computer. All devices or parts of computer interact through the control unit. 

• Arithmetic Logic Unit − This is the brain of the computer where all arithmetic 

operations and logical operations take place. 

• Memory − All input data, instructions and data interim to the processes are stored 

in the memory. Memory is of two types – primary memory and secondary 

memory. Primary memory resides within the CPU whereas secondary memory is 

external to it. 

 



 

 

Control unit, arithmetic logic unit and memory are together called the central processing 

unit or CPU. Computer devices like keyboard, mouse, printer, etc. that we can see and 

touch are the hardware components of a computer. The set of instructions or programs 

that make the computer function using these hardware parts are called software. We 

cannot see or touch software. Both hardware and software are necessary for working of a 

computer. 

Characteristics of Computer 

To understand why computers are such an important part of our lives, let us look at some 

of its characteristics − 

• Speed − Typically, a computer can carry out 3-4 million instructions per second. 

• Accuracy − Computers exhibit a very high degree of accuracy. Errors that may 

occur are usually due to inaccurate data, wrong instructions or bug in chips – all 

human errors. 

• Reliability − Computers can carry out same type of work repeatedly without 

throwing up errors due to tiredness or boredom, which are very common among 

humans. 

• Versatility − Computers can carry out a wide range of work from data entry and 

ticket booking to complex mathematical calculations and continuous astronomical 

observations. If you can input the necessary data with correct instructions, 

computer will do the processing. 

• Storage Capacity − Computers can store a very large amount of data at a fraction 

of cost of traditional storage of files. Also, data is safe from normal wear and tear 

associated with paper. 

Advantages of Using Computer 

The characteristics of computers, we can see the advantages that computers offer− 

• Computers can do the same task repetitively with same accuracy. 

• Computers do not get tired or bored. 

• Computers can take up routine tasks while releasing human resource for more 

intelligent functions. 

Disadvantages of Using Computer 

Despite so many advantages, computers have some disadvantages of their own − 

• Computers have no intelligence; they follow the instructions blindly without 

considering the outcome. 



 

 

• Regular electric supply is necessary to make computers work, which could prove 

difficult everywhere especially in developing nations. 

Historically computers were classified according to processor types because development 

in processor and processing speeds were the developmental benchmarks. Earliest 

computers used vacuum tubes for processing, were huge and broke down frequently. 

However, as vacuum tubes were replaced by transistors and then chips, their size 

decreased and processing speeds increased manifold. 

All modern computers and computing devices use microprocessors whose speeds and 

storage capacities are skyrocketing day by day. The developmental benchmark for 

computers is now their size. Computers are now classified on the basis of their use or size  

• Desktop 

• Laptop 

• Tablet 

• Server 

• Mainframe 

• Supercomputer 

DESKTOP 

Desktop computers are personal computers (PCs) designed for use by an individual at 

a fixed location. IBM was the first computer to introduce and popularize use of desktops. 

A desktop unit typically has a CPU (Central Processing Unit), monitor, keyboard and 

mouse. Introduction of desktops popularized use of computers among common people as 

it was compact and affordable. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Riding on the wave of desktop’s popularity many software and hardware devices were 

developed specially for the home or office user. The foremost design consideration here 

was user friendliness. 

LAPTOP 

Despite its huge popularity, desktops gave way to a more compact and portable personal 

computer called laptop in 2000s. Laptops are also called notebook computers or 

simply notebooks. Laptops run using batteries and connect to networks using Wi-Fi 

(Wireless Fidelity) chips. They also have chips for energy efficiency so that they can 

conserve power whenever possible and have a longer life. 

 

Modern laptops have enough processing power and storage capacity to be used for all 

office work, website designing, software development and even audio/video editing. 

TABLET 

After laptops computers were further miniaturized to develop machines that have 

processing power of a desktop but are small enough to be held in one’s palm. Tablets have 

touch sensitive screen of typically 5 to 10 inches where one finger is used to touch icons 

and invoke applications. 



 

 

 

Keyboard is also displayed virtually whenever required and used with touch strokes. 

Applications that run on tablets are called apps. They use operating systems by Microsoft 

(Windows 8 and later versions) or Google (Android). Apple computers have developed 

their own tablet called iPad which uses a proprietary OS called iOS. 

SERVER 

Servers are computers with high processing speeds that provide one or more services to 

other systems on the network. They may or may not have screens attached to them. A 

group of computers or digital devices connected together to share resources is called 

a network. 

 

 

 



 

 

Servers have high processing powers and can handle multiple requests simultaneously. 

Most commonly found servers on networks include − 

• File or storage server 

• Game server 

• Application server 

• Database server 

• Mail server 

• Print server 

MAINFRAME 

Mainframes are computers used by organizations like banks, airlines and railways to 

handle millions and trillions of online transactions per second. Important features of 

mainframes are − 

• Big in size 

• Hundreds times Faster than servers, typically hundred megabytes per second 

• Very expensive 

• Use proprietary OS provided by the manufacturers 

• In-built hardware, software and firmware security features 

SUPERCOMPUTER 

Supercomputers are the fastest computers on Earth. They are used for carrying out 

complex, fast and time intensive calculations for scientific and engineering applications. 

Supercomputer speed or performance is measured in teraflops, i.e. 1012 floating point 

operations per second. 



 

 

 

Chinese supercomputer Sunway TaihuLight is the world’s fastest supercomputer with a 

rating of 93 petaflops per second, i.e. 93 quadrillion floating point operations per second. 

Most common uses of supercomputers include − 

• Molecular mapping and research 

• Weather forecasting 

• Environmental research 

• Oil and gas exploration 

he hardware devices need user instructions to function. A set of instructions that achieve 

a single outcome are called program or procedure. Many programs functioning together 

to do a task make a software. 

For example, a word-processing software enables the user to create, edit and save 

documents. A web browser enables the user to view and share web pages and multimedia 

files. There are two categories of software − 

• System Software 

• Application Software 

• Utility Software 



 

 

 

System Software 

Software required to run the hardware parts of the computer and other application software 

are called system software. System software acts as interface between hardware and user 

applications. An interface is needed because hardware devices or machines and humans 

speak in different languages. 

Machines understand only binary language i.e. 0 (absence of electric signal) and 1 

(presence of electric signal) while humans speak in English, French, German, Tamil, 

Hindi and many other languages. English is the pre-dominant language of interacting with 

computers. Software is required to convert all human instructions into machine 

understandable instructions. And this is exactly what system software does. 

Based on its function, system software is of four types − 

❖ Operating System 

❖ Language Processor 

❖ Device Drivers 

Operating System 

System software that is responsible for functioning of all hardware parts and their 

interoperability to carry out tasks successfully is called operating system (OS). OS is the 



 

 

first software to be loaded into computer memory when the computer is switched on and 

this is called booting. OS manages a computer’s basic functions like storing data in 

memory, retrieving files from storage devices, scheduling tasks based on priority, etc. 

Language Processor 

As discussed earlier, an important function of system software is to convert all user 

instructions into machine understandable language. When we talk of human machine 

interactions, languages are of three types − 

• Machine-level language − This language is nothing but a string of 0s and 1s that 

the machines can understand. It is completely machine dependent. 

• Assembly-level language − This language introduces a layer of abstraction by 

defining mnemonics. Mnemonics are English like words or symbols used to 

denote a long string of 0s and 1s. For example, the word “READ” can be defined 

to mean that computer has to retrieve data from the memory. The 

complete instruction will also tell the memory address. Assembly level language 

is machine dependent. 

• High level language − This language uses English like statements and is 

completely independent of machines. Programs written using high level languages 

are easy to create, read and understand. 

Program written in high level programming languages like Java, C++, etc. is called source 

code. Set of instructions in machine readable form is called object code or machine 

code. System software that converts source code to object code is called language 

processor. There are three types of language interpreters− 

• Assembler − Converts assembly level program into machine level program. 

• Interpreter − Converts high level programs into machine level program line by 

line. 

• Compiler − Converts high level programs into machine level programs at one go 

rather than line by line. 

Device Drivers 

System software that controls and monitors functioning of a specific device on computer 

is called device driver. Each device like printer, scanner, microphone, speaker, etc. that 

needs to be attached externally to the system has a specific driver associated with it. When 

you attach a new device, you need to install its driver so that the OS knows how it needs 

to be managed. 

Application Software 

A software that performs a single task and nothing else is called application software. 

Application software are very specialized in their function and approach to solving a 



 

 

problem. So a spreadsheet software can only do operations with numbers and nothing else. 

A hospital management software will manage hospital activities and nothing else. Here 

are some commonly used application software − 

• Word processing 

• Spreadsheet 

• Presentation 

• Database management 

• Multimedia tools 

Utility Software 

Application software that assist system software in doing their work is called utility 

software. Thus utility software is actually a cross between system software and 

application software. Examples of utility software include − 

• Antivirus software 

• Disk management tools 

• File management tools 

• Compression tools 

• Backup tools 

The system software acts as an interface for the underlying hardware system.  

 



 

 

Operating System 

Operating system (OS) is the lifeline of computer. You connect all the basic devices like 

CPU, monitor, keyboard and mouse; plug in the power supply and switch it on thinking 

you have everything in place. But the computer will not start or come to life unless it has 

an operating system installed in it because OS − 

• Keeps all hardware parts in a state of readiness to follow user instructions 

• Co-ordinates between different devices 

• Schedules multiple tasks as per priority 

• Allocates resource to each task 

• Enables computer to access network 

• Enables users to access and use application software 

Besides initial booting, these are some of the functions of an operating system − 

• Managing computer resources like hardware, software, shared resources, etc. 

• Allocating resources 

• Prevent error during software use 

• Control improper use of computer 

One of the earliest operating systems was MS-DOS, developed by Microsoft for IBM PC. 

It was a Command Line Interface (CLI) OS that revolutionized the PC market. DOS 

was difficult to use because of its interface. The users needed to remember instructions to 

do their tasks. To make computers more accessible and user-friendly, Microsoft 

developed Graphical User Interface (GUI) based OS called Windows, which 

transformed the way people used computers. 

Assembler 

Assembler is a system software that converts assembly level programs to machine level 

code. 

 

 



 

 

These are the advantages provided by assembly level programming − 

• Increases efficiency of the programmer as remembering mnemonics is easier 

• Productivity increases as number of errors decreases and hence debugging time 

• Programmer has access to hardware resources and hence has flexibility in writing 

programs customized to the specific computer 

Interpreter 

The major advantage of assembly level language was its ability to optimize memory usage 

and hardware utilization. However, with technological advancements computers had more 

memory and better hardware components. So ease of writing programs became more 

important than optimizing memory and other hardware resources. 

In addition, a need was felt to take programming out of a handful of trained scientists and 

computer programmers, so that computers could be used in more areas. This led to 

development of high level languages that were easy to understand due to resemblance of 

commands to English language. 

The system software used to translate high level language source code into machine level 

language object code line by line is called an interpreter. An interpreter takes each line 

of code and converts it into machine code and stores it into the object file. 

 

The advantage of using an interpreter is that they are very easy to write and they do not 

require a large memory space. However, there is a major disadvantage in using 

interpreters, i.e., interpreted programs take a long time in executing. To overcome 

this disadvantage, especially for large programs, compilers were developed. 

Compiler 

The System software that store the complete program, scan it, translate the complete 

program into object code and then creates an executable code is called a compiler. On the 

face of it compilers compare unfavorably with interpreters because they − 

• are more complex than interpreters 

• need more memory space 

• take more time in compiling source code 

However, compiled programs execute very fast on computers. The following image shows 

the step-by-step process of how a source code is transformed into an executable code − 



 

 

 

These are the steps in compiling source code into executable code − 

• Pre-processing − In this stage pre-processor instructions, typically used by 

languages like C and C++ are interpreted, i.e. converted to assembly level 

language. 

• Lexical analysis − Here all instructions are converted to lexical units like 

constants, variables, arithmetic symbols, etc. 

• Parsing − Here all instructions are checked to see if they conform to grammar 

rules of the language. If there are errors, compiler will ask you to fix them before 

you can proceed. 

• Compiling − At this stage the source code is converted into object code. 

• Linking − If there are any links to external files or libraries, addresses of their 

executable will be added to the program. Also, if the code needs to be rearranged 

for actual execution, they will be rearranged. The final output is the executable 

code that is ready to be executed. 

operating system is responsible for functioning of the computer system. To do that it 

carries out these three broad categories of activities − 

• Essential functions − Ensures optimum and effective utilization of resources 

• Monitoring functions − Monitors and collects information related to system 

performance 

• Service functions − Provides services to users 



 

 

Processor management 

Managing a computer’s CPU to ensure its optimum utilization is called processor 

management. Managing processor basically involves allocating processor time to the 

tasks that need to be completed. This is called job scheduling. Jobs must be scheduled in 

such a way that − 

• There is maximum utilization of CPU 

• Turnaround time, i.e. time required to complete each job, is minimum 

• Waiting time is minimum 

• Each job gets the fastest possible response time 

• Maximum throughput is achieved, where throughput is the average time taken to 

complete each task 

There are two methods of job scheduling done by operating systems − 

• Preemptive scheduling 

• Non-Preemptive scheduling 

 

Preemptive Scheduling 

In this type of scheduling, next job to be done by the processor can be scheduled before 

the current job completes. If a job of higher priority comes up, the processor can be forced 

to release the current job and take up the next job. There are two scheduling techniques 

that use pre-emptive scheduling – 

 



 

 

• Round robin scheduling − A small unit of time called time slice is defined and 

each program gets only one time slice at a time. If it is not completed during that 

time, it must join the job queue at the end and wait till all programs have got one 

time slice. The advantage here is that all programs get equal opportunity. The 

downside is that if a program completes execution before the time slice is over, 

CPU is idle for the rest of the duration. 

• Response ratio scheduling − Response ratio is defined as Elapsed \: 

Time}{Execution \: time \: received 

A job with shorter response time gets higher priority. So a larger program may have 

to wait even if it was requested earlier than the shorter program. This improves 

throughput of the CPU. 

Non-preemptive Scheduling 

In this type of scheduling, job scheduling decisions are taken only after the current job 

completes. A job is never interrupted to give precedence to higher priority jobs. 

Scheduling techniques that use non-preemptive scheduling are − 

• First come first serve scheduling − This is the simplest technique where the first 

program to throw up a request is completed first. 

• Shortest job next scheduling − Here the job that needs least amount of time for 

execution is scheduled next. 

• Deadline scheduling − The job with the earliest deadline is scheduled for execution 

next. 

Memory Management 

Process of regulating computer memory and using optimization techniques to enhance 

overall system performance is called memory management. Memory space is very 

important in modern computing environment, so memory management is an important 

role of operating systems. 

Computers have two types of memory – primary and secondary. Primary memory is fast 

but expensive and secondary memory is cheap but slower. OS has to strike a balance 

between the two to ensure that system performance is not hurt due to very less primary 

memory or system costs do not shoot up due to too much primary memory. 

Input and output data, user instructions and data interim to program execution need to be 

stored, accessed and retrieved efficiently for high system performance. Once a program 

request is accepted, OS allocates it primary and secondary storage areas as per 

requirement. Once execution is completed, the memory space allocated to it is freed. OS 

uses many storage management techniques to keep a track of all storage spaces that are 

allocated or free. 



 

 

Contiguous Storage Allocation 

This is the simplest storage space allocation technique where contiguous memory 

locations are assigned to each program. OS has to estimate the amount of memory required 

for the complete process before allocation. 

Non-contiguous Storage Allocation 

As the name suggests, program and associated data need not be stored in contiguous 

locations. The program is divided into smaller components and each component is stored 

in a separate location. A table keeps a record of where each component of the program is 

stored. When the processor needs to access any component, OS provides access using this 

allocation table. 

In a real-life scenario primary memory space might not be sufficient to store the whole 

program. In that case, OS takes the help of Virtual Storage technique, where program is 

physically stored in secondary memory but appears to be stored in primary memory. This 

introduces a miniscule time lag in accessing the program components. There are two 

approaches to virtual storages – 

• Program paging − A program is broken down into fixed size page and stored in 

the secondary memory. The pages are given logical address or virtual 

address from 0 to n. A page table maps the logical addresses to the physical 

addresses, which is used to retrieve the pages when required. 

• Program segmentation − A program is broken down into logical units 

called segments, assigned logical address from 0 to n and stored in secondary 

memory. A segment table is used to load segments from secondary memory to 

primary memory. 

Operating systems typically use a combination of page and program segmentation to 

optimize memory usage. A large program segment may be broken into pages or more than 

one small segments may be stored as a single page. 

File Management 

Data and information is stored on computers in form of files. Managing file system to 

enable users to keep their data safely and correctly is an important function of operating 

systems. Managing file systems by OS is called file management. File management is 

required to provide tools for these file related activities − 

• Creating new files for storing data 

• Updating 

• Sharing 

• Securing data through passwords and encryption 

• Recovery in case of system failure 



 

 

Device Management 

The process of implementation, operation and maintenance of a device by operating 

system is called device management. Operating system uses a utility software 

called device driver as interface to the device. 

When many processes access the devices or request access to the devices, the OS manages 

the devices in a way that efficiently shares the devices among all processes. Processes 

access devices through system call interface, a programming interface provided by the 

OS. 

As computers and computing technologies have evolved over the years, so have their 

usage across many fields. To meet growing requirements more and more customized 

software have flooded the market. As every software needs operating system to function, 

operating systems have also evolved over the years to meet growing demand on their 

techniques and capabilities. Here we discuss some common types of OS based on their 

working techniques and some popularly used OS as well. 

GUI OS 

GUI is the acronym for Graphical User Interface. An operating system that presents an 

interface comprising graphics and icons is called a GUI OS. GUI OS is very easy to 

navigate and use as users need not remember commands to be given to accomplish each 

task. Examples of GUI OS includes Windows, macOS, Ubuntu, etc. 

Time Sharing OS 

Operating systems that schedule tasks for efficient processor use are called time sharing 

OS. Time sharing, or multitasking, is used by operating systems when multiple users 

located at different terminals need processor time to complete their tasks. Many 

scheduling techniques like round robin scheduling and shortest job next scheduling are 

used by time sharing OS. 

Real Time OS 

An operating system that guarantees to process live events or data and deliver the results 

within a stipulated span of time is called a real time OS. It may be single tasking or 

multitasking. 

Distributed OS 

An operating system that manages many computers but presents an interface of single 

computer to the user is called distributed OS. Such type of OS is required when 

computational requirements cannot be met by a single computer and more systems have 



 

 

to be used. User interaction is restricted to a single system; it’s the OS that distributed 

work to multiple systems and then presents the consolidated output as if one computer has 

worked on the problem at hand. 

Popular Operating Systems 

Initially computers had no operating systems. Every program needed full hardware 

specifications to run correctly as processor, memory and device management had to be 

done by the programs themselves. However, as sophisticated hardware and more complex 

application programs developed, operating systems became essential. As personal 

computers became popular among individuals and small businesses, demand for standard 

operating system grew. Some of the currently popular operating systems − 

• Windows − Windows is a GUI operating system first developed by Microsoft in 

1985. The latest version of Windows is Windows 10. Windows is used by almost 

88% of PCs and laptops globally. 

• Linux − Linux is an open source operating system mostly used by mainframes an 

supercomputers. Being open source means that its code is available for free and 

anyone can develop a new OS based on it. 

• BOSS − Bharat Operating System Solutions is an Indian distribution of Linux 

based on Debian, an OS. It is localized to enable use of local Indian languages. 

BOSS consists of − 

o Linux kernel 

o Office application suite BharteeyaOO 

o Web browser 

o Email service Thunderbird 

o Chat application Pidgim 

o File sharing applications 

o Multimedia applications 

Mobile OS 

An operating system for smartphones, tablets and other mobile devices is called mobile 

OS. Some of the most popular OS for mobile devices includes− 

• Android − This Linux-based OS by Google is the most popular mobile OS 

currently. Almost 85% of mobile devices use it. 

• Windows Phone 7 − It is the latest mobile OS developed by Microsoft. 

• Apple iOS − This mobile OS is an OS developed by Apple exclusively for its own 

mobile devices like iPhone, iPad, etc. 



 

 

• Blackberry OS − This is the OS used by all blackberry mobile devices like 

smartphones and playbooks. 

• Application software that assist OS in carrying out certain specialized tasks are 

called utility software. Let us look some of the most popular utility software. 

       Antivirus 

• A virus can be defined as a malicious program that attaches itself to a host program 

and makes multiple copies of itself, slowing down, corrupting or destroying the 

system. A software that assists the OS in providing virus free environment to the 

users is called antivirus. An anti-virus scans the system for any virus and if 

detected, gets rid of it by deleting or isolating it. It can detect many types of virus 

like boot virus, Trojan, worm, spyware, etc. 

• When any external storage device like USB drive is attached to the system, anti-

virus software scans it and gives an alert if a virus is detected. You can set up your 

system for periodic scans or scan whenever you feel the need. A combination of 

both the techniques is advisable to keep your system virus free. 

File management tools 

• As you know, file management is an important function of operating systems as all 

data and instructions are stored in the computer in form of files. Utility software 

providing regular file management tasks like browse, search, update, preview, etc. 

are called file management tools. Windows Explorer in Windows OS, Google 

desktop, Directory Opus, Double Commander, etc. are examples of such tools. 

Compression tools 

• Storage space is always at a premium in computer systems. So operating systems 

are always looking at ways to minimize amount of storage space taken by 

files. Compression tools are utilities that assist operating systems in shortening 

files so that they take less space. After compression files are stored in a different 

format and cannot be read or edited directly. It needs to be uncompressed before it 

can be accessed for further use. Some of the popular compression tools 

are WinRAR, PeaZip, The Unarchiver, etc. 

Disk Cleanup 

• Disk cleanup tools assist users in freeing up disk space. The software scans hard 

disks to find files that are no longer used and frees up space by deleting them. 

 



 

 

Disk Defragmenter 

• Disk defragmenter is a disk management utility that increases file access speeds 

by rearranging fragmented files on contiguous locations. Large files are broken 

down into fragments and may be stores in non-contiguous locations if contiguous 

ones are not available. When such files are accessed by the user, access speed is 

slow due to fragmentation. Disk defragmenter utility scans the hard disk and tries 

to assemble file fragments so that they may be stored in contiguous locations. 

Backup 

• Backup utility enables backing up of files, folders, databases or complete disks. 

Backups are taken so that data may be restored in case of data loss. Backup is a 

service provided by all operating systems. In stand-alone systems backup may be 

taken in the same or different drive. In case of networked systems backup may be 

done on backup servers. 

Operating system is a interface between user & computer (or) it is a system software. 

• The operating system is the most important program that runs on a computer. Every 

general-purpose computer must have an operating system to run other programs. 

• Operating systems perform basis tasks, such as recognizing input from the keyboard, 

sending out put to the display screen, keeping track of files and directories on the disk, 

and controlling peripheral devices such as disk drives and printers. 

• It is classified into two types. 

 

1. Single user systems; Provides a platform for only one user at a time. They are popularly 

associated with Desk Top operating System which run on standalone systems where no 

user accounts are required.    Example: DOS 

2. Multi User Systems: More than one user can access same system resources (CPU, 

applications, memory, printers, etc) at the same time known as multiuse.  Example: UNIX, 

LINUX 



 

 

UNIX 

INTRODUCTION 

UNIX is an operating system which was first developed 

in the 1960s, and has been under constant development 

ever since. By operating system, we mean the suite of 

programs which make the computer work. It is a stable, 

multi-user, multi-tasking system for servers, desktops and 

laptops. 

UNIX systems also have a graphical user interface (GUI) similar to Microsoft 

Windows which provides an easy to use environment. However, knowledge of UNIX 

is required for operations which aren't covered by a graphical program, or for when 

there is no windows interface available, for example, in a telnet session. 

Types of UNIX 

There are many different versions of UNIX, although they share common 

similarities. The most popular varieties of UNIX are Sun Solaris, 

GNU/Linux, and MacOS X. 

Here in the School, we use Solaris on our servers and workstations, and 

Fedora Linux on the servers and desktop PCs. 

Salient Features of Unix: 

• It is a multi-user system where the same resources can be shared by different users. 

• It provides multi-tasking, wherein each user can execute many processes at the same 

time. 

• It was the first operating system that was written in a high-level language (C 

Language). This made it easy to port to other machines with minimum adaptations. 

• It provides a hierarchical file structure which allows easier access and maintenance 

of data. 

• Unix has built-in networking functions so that different users can easily exchange 

information. 

• Unix functionality can be extended through user programs built on a standard 

programming interface. 



 

 

 

Unix Architecture 

 

The UNIX operating system 

The UNIX operating system is made up of three parts; the kernel, the shell and the 

programs. 

The kernel 

The kernel of UNIX is the hub of the operating system: it allocates time and memory 

to programs and handles the file store and communications in response to system calls. 

As an illustration of the way that the shell and the kernel work together, suppose a user 

types rm myfile (which has the effect of removing the file myfile). The shell searches 

the filestore for the file containing the program rm, and then requests the kernel, 

through system calls, to execute the program rm on myfile. When the process rm 

myfile has finished running, the shell then returns the UNIX prompt % to the user, 

indicating that it is waiting for further commands. 

The shell 

The shell acts as an interface between the user and the kernel. When a user logs in, the 

login program checks the username and password, and then starts another program 

called the shell. The shell is a command line interpreter (CLI). It interprets the 

commands the user types in and arranges for them to be carried out. The commands 
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are themselves programs: when they terminate, the shell gives the user another prompt 

(% on our systems). 

The adept user can customise his/her own shell, and users can use different shells on 

the same machine. Staff and students in the school have the tcsh shell by default. 

The shell has certain features to help the user inputting commands. 

Filename Completion - By typing part of the name of a command, filename or 

directory and pressing the [Tab] key, the tcsh shell will complete the rest of the name 

automatically. If the shell finds more than one name beginning with those letters you 

have typed, it will beep, prompting you to type a few more letters before pressing the 

tab key again. 

Files and processes 

❖ Everything in UNIX is either a file or a process. 

❖ A process is an executing program identified by a unique PID (process identifier). 

❖ A file is a collection of data. They are created by users using text editors, running 

compilers etc. 

Examples of files: 

• a document (report, essay etc.) 

• the text of a program written in some high-level programming language 

• instructions comprehensible directly to the machine and incomprehensible to a 

casual user, for example, a collection of binary digits (an executable or binary file); 

• a directory, containing information about its contents, which may be a mixture of 

other directories (subdirectories) and ordinary files. 

The Directory Structure 

All the files are grouped together in the directory structure. The file-system is arranged 

in a hierarchical structure, like an inverted tree. The top of the hierarchy is traditionally 

called root (written as a slash / ) 



 

 

 

In the diagram above, we see that the home directory of the undergraduate 

student "ee51vn" contains two sub-directories (docs and pics) and a file 

called report.doc. 

The full path to the file report.doc is "/home/its/ug1/ee51vn/report.doc" 

Starting an UNIX terminal 

To open an UNIX terminal window, click on the "Terminal" icon from 

Applications/Accessories menus. 



 

 

 

 An UNIX Terminal window will then appear with a % prompt, waiting for you to start 

entering commands. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ADVANTAGES OF UNIX FEATURES 

Portability:  

The system is written in high-level language making it easier to read, understand, change 

and, therefore move to other machines. The code can be changed and complied on a new 

machine. Customers can then choose from a wide variety of hardware vendors without 

being locked in with a particular vendor.  

Machine-independence:  

The System hides the machine architecture from the user, making it easier to write 

applications that can run on micros, mins and mainframes.  

Multi-Tasking: 

Unix is a powerful multi-tasking operating system; it means when a active task in in 

process, there can be a simultaneous background process working too. Unix handles these 

active and background threads efficiently and manages the system resources in a fair-share 

manner. 

Multi-User Operations:  

UNIX is a multi-user system designed to support a group of users simultaneously. The 

system allows for the sharing of processing power and peripheral resources, white at the 

same time providing excellent security features.  

Hierarchical File System:  

UNIX uses a hierarchile file structure to store information. This structure has the maximum 

flexibility in grouping information in a way that reflects its natural state. It allows for easy 

maintenance and efficient implementation.  

UNIX shell:  

UNIX has a simple user interface called the shell that has the power to provide the services 

that the user wants. It protects the user from having to know the intricate hardware details.  

Pipes and Filters:  

UNIX has facilities called Pipes and Filters which permit the user to create complex 

programs from simple programs.  

Utilities:  



 

 

UNIX has over 200 utility programs for various functions. New utilities can be built 

effortlessly by combining existing utilities.  

Software Development Tools:  

UNIX offers an excellent variety of tools for software development for all phases, from 

program editing to maintenance of software, 

LINUX 

DEFINITION 

Linux is the best-known and most-used open source operating system. As an operating 

system, Linux is software that sits underneath all of the other software on a computer, 

receiving requests from those programs and relaying these requests to the computer’s 

hardware.  

CREATED LINUX 

 

Linux is an operating system or a kernel which germinated as an idea in the mind of young 

and bright Linus Torvalds when he was a computer science student. He used to work on 

the UNIX OS (proprietary software) and thought that it needed improvements. 

However, when his suggestions were rejected by the designers of UNIX, he thought of 

launching an OS which will be receptive to changes, modifications suggested by its 

users. 

Linux is one of popular version of UNIX operating System. It is open source as its source 

code is freely available. It is free to use. Linux was designed considering UNIX 

compatibility. Its functionality list is quite similar to that of UNIX. 

 

https://opensource.com/resources/what-open-source
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Components of Linux System 

Linux Operating System has primarily three components 

• Kernel − Kernel is the core part of Linux. It is responsible for all major activities 

of this operating system. It consists of various modules and it interacts directly with 

the underlying hardware. Kernel provides the required abstraction to hide low level 

hardware details to system or application programs. 

• System Library − System libraries are special functions or programs using which 

application programs or system utilities accesses Kernel's features. These libraries 

implement most of the functionalities of the operating system and do not requires 

kernel module's code access rights. 

• System Utility − System Utility programs are responsible to do specialized, 

individual level tasks. 

 

Kernel Mode vs User Mode 

Kernel component code executes in a special privileged mode called kernel mode with 

full access to all resources of the computer. This code represents a single process, executes 

in single address space and do not require any context switch and hence is very efficient 

and fast. Kernel runs each processes and provides system services to processes, provides 

protected access to hardware to processes. 

Support code which is not required to run in kernel mode is in System Library. User 

programs and other system programs works in User Mode which has no access to system 



 

 

hardware and kernel code. User programs/ utilities use System libraries to access Kernel 

functions to get system's low level tasks. 

Basic Features 

Following are some of the important features of Linux Operating System. 

• Portable − Portability means software can works on different types of hardware in 

same way. Linux kernel and application programs supports their installation on any 

kind of hardware platform. 

• Open Source − Linux source code is freely available and it is community based 

development project. Multiple teams work in collaboration to enhance the 

capability of Linux operating system and it is continuously evolving. 

• Multi-User − Linux is a multiuser system means multiple users can access system 

resources like memory/ ram/ application programs at same time. 

• Multiprogramming − Linux is a multiprogramming system means multiple 

applications can run at same time. 

• Hierarchical File System − Linux provides a standard file structure in which 

system files/ user files are arranged. 

• Shell − Linux provides a special interpreter program which can be used to execute 

commands of the operating system. It can be used to do various types of operations, 

call application programs. etc. 

• Security − Linux provides user security using authentication features like password 

protection/ controlled access to specific files/ encryption of data. 

Architecture 

The following illustration shows the architecture of a Linux system − 

 



 

 

 

The architecture of a Linux System consists of the following layers − 

• Hardware layer − Hardware consists of all peripheral devices (RAM/ HDD/ CPU 

etc). 

• Kernel − It is the core component of Operating System, interacts directly with 

hardware, provides low level services to upper layer components. 

• Shell − An interface to kernel, hiding complexity of kernel's functions from users. 

The shell takes commands from the user and executes kernel's functions. 

• Utilities − Utility programs that provide the user most of the functionalities of an 

operating systems. 

Advantages  

1. Linux is free and can be downloaded from the internet, there is no hidden cost for 

registration, updates or anything. 

2. Linux is flexible i.e. Linux can be installed in any hardware, if a user is not sure 

what OS on his/her machine can be installed he can go with Linux. 

3. Linux is developed so that it can run all the time without rebooting, and because of 

this feature, many applications can be scheduled at calm hours. 

4. Security model implemented for Linux is based on the Unix, it is very secure against 

internet and other attacks as well. 

5. Linux can be customized as per requirement and bug fixes are very fast as it is open 

source and we can find many people available on the internet for solutions. 

Disadvantages 

1. Linux is licensed under GNU Public License (GPL), which suggests anyone can 

change and distribute a changed version. So it is a bit confusing to find a suitable 

for our need version. 

2. Linux is not very user-friendly and it can be a bit confusing for the beginners. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.educba.com/install-linux/


 

 

 

How to find scientific article-PubMed 

Introduction 

PubMed is a free resource that provides access to MEDLINE, the National Library of 

Medicine database of citations and abstracts in the fields of medicine, nursing, dentistry, 

veterinary medicine, health care systems, and preclinical sciences. 

 

PubMed is a free search engine accessing primarily the MEDLINE database of references and 

abstracts on life sciences and biomedical topics. The United States National Library 

of Medicine (NLM) at the National Institutes of Health maintain the database as part of the Entrez 

system of information retrieval. 



 

 

 

Goals and Objectives 

By the end of this course, you should be able to: 

• Understand PubMed's scope and content. 

• Understand how the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) are used to describe and 

retrieve citations. 

• Build a search using MeSH and PubMed search tools. 

• Manage your results and save records of interest. 

• Save your search strategies. 

• Link to or order full-text articles. 

• Link to related resources. 

3 Ways to Find Research Articles in PubMed 

 

1. Filter (Limit) to Article Type 

 

Most citations in PubMed are for journal articlesHowever, you may limit your retrieval 

based on the type of material the article represents. Use the Filters on the Results page 

sidebar and look at the Article Types checklist which contains a list of frequently searched 

publication types. 

For example, choose Randomized Controlled Trial or Clinical Trial or Meta-Analysis from 

the list. 

2. PubMed Clinical Queries  

Enter your search terms and evidence-filtered citations will appear under Clinical Study 

Categories. Systematic Reviews or Medical Genetics. The Clinical Queries link is found 



 

 

on the PubMed home page or under the More Resources drop-down at the top of the 

Advanced Search page. 

 

Clinical Study Categories 

This specialized search query with built-in research methodology search filters is intended 

for clinicians. Five study categories or filters are provided: etiology, diagnosis, therapy, 

prognosis, and clinical prediction guides. Two emphasis categories or filters are provided: 

broad, sensitive search (includes relevant articles but probably some less relevant) and 

narrow, specific search (more precise articles, with less retrieval). 

Systematic Reviews 

This feature is provided to help clinicians locate systematic reviews and similar articles. It 

combines your search term(s) with citations identified as systematic reviews, meta-

analyses, reviews of clinical trials, evidence-based medicine, consensus development 

conferences, and guidelines. 

The resulting retrieval in PubMed Clinical Queries can be further refined using PubMed's 

Filters, e.g., English language, humans. 

3. Limit to Articles with Structured Abstracts 

Many abstracts that are added to PubMed include section labels such as BACKGROUND, 

OBJECTIVE, METHODS, RESULTS, and CONCLUSIONS. These 'structured' abstracts 

appear in many different article types such as review articles, original research, and 

practice guidelines and facilitate skimming of citations for relevance and specific 



 

 

information such as research design within the Methods section.  The presence of 

structured abstracts in citations are a searchable feature in PubMed.  To limit to citations 

containing structured abstracts, include the term hasstructuredabstract in the search box. 

For example: valerian AND sleep AND hasstructuredabstract 

Journal searching in PubMed 

 

To retrieve articles from a specific journal, enter the full journal title (e.g., Current Biology) 

or use the MEDLINE title abbreviation (e.g., curr biol) in the search box. Qualify single 

word journal titles using the Journal title abbreviation [ta] search field tag (see Field 

tags in PubMed, below).Example: Cell [ta] 

Note: In the search box, a journal title or an author's name can be combined along with 

subject terms. 

Example: curr biol protein kinase or thorner protein kinase 

 

To find a full title or abbreviation, search Journals in NCBI databases. 

The journals catalog is available from any page under the Resources > Literature menu, or 

via a direct link on the home page: 

 

Field tags in PubMed 

Use PubMed's search field tags to refine your search for particular terms to a specific 

PubMed record field. Below is a list of some of the more frequently used PubMed search 

field tags with an example of how to use them: 

 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nlmcatalog/journals


 

 

Common Field Tags 

Article title words                                                               [TI] 

Author affiliation                                                              [AD] 

Author name                                                                     [AU] 

Date of publication                                                            [DP] 

Journal title abbreviation                                                   [TA] 

Language                                                                           [LA] 

MeSH terms                                                                     [MH] 

Personal name as subject                                                   [PS] 

Publication type                                                                [PT] 

PubMed ID number                                                     [PMID] 

Text words                                                                       [TW] 

Example: dna [mh] AND crick [au] AND 1993 [dp] 

(Searches for "DNA" as a Medical Subject Heading, "Crick" in the Author field, and 

"1993" as the date of publication.) 

A complete list of search field tags is available in PubMed Help: Search Field Descriptions 

and Tags. 

Fields can also be specified on the Advanced Search page. 

Finding review articles in PubMed 

To retrieve only review articles, click on Review under Article types in the left-hand filter 

menu: 
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For other publication types, under Article types click Customize, select the check box 

next to the desired publication type, then Show. The publication type will then appear in 

the menu and can be selected. 

Advanced Search Builder in PubMed 

On the Advanced Search page, you can use the Search Builder tool: 

• Select a field from the drop-down menu (author, affiliation, journal title, etc.) or 

choose All Fields for your search terms. 
• Once you select a field, you can click Show index list link to the right of the search 

box to select from a list of possible values, or simply enter your term in the search 

box. 
• Click Search to execute the search immediately. Click Add to history to combine 

into a more complex search strategy. 
• Click Add under "Add to builder" to add the search to the builder using AND. 

Clicking on the number of each search in the history opens a menu that allows you 

to combine searches with AND, OR, or NOT, or save the search permanently in 

MyNCBI. 

 

You can also view your recent search history and re-run or combine past searches. Unless 

saved permanently to MyNCBI, searches remain in your history for up to eight hours. 
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Search details in PubMed 

The Search Details box is located in the right-hand column of the search results screen, 

beneath the automatically-generated related articles and data. 

Search Details shows how each search term was translated using PubMed's automatic term 

mapping and search rules. The search can be edited directly in the Search Details box and 

re-run by clicking Search. 
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